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ABSTRACT

Virasoro constraints on the KP hierarchy, arising in matrix models, are studied by reex-

pressing them in terms of dressing operators of the hierarchy. There exists a one-parameter family

of Virasoro representations on the KP hierarchy (depending on a number J which can be identified

as the conformal weight of an abstract be system). The respective full invariance algebra is the

"Borel" subalgebra of Wx{ J), which we describe as an extension of the "wedge", or higher spin,

algebra BX-J-J1 by the L2 Virasoro generator. Reductions of these structures to the N — KdV

hierarchies are performed explicitly.
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INTRODUCTION

A formal theory of the matrix models [1],[2],[3],[4],[5],[6],[7] is essentially that of inte-

grable hierarchies of differential equations subjected to the Virasoro constraints [3],[5|,[7],[8] (plus

a subtle issue of the scaling limit [l],[2],[9],[10],[ll]). The reason forarelation with integrable sys-

tems is the fact that recursion relations encountered in the method of orthogonal polynomials [ 12]

can be transformed into certain relations pertaining to integrable hierarchies. Roughly speaking,

orthogonal polynomails solve integrable equations. Working with polynomials, it is thus rather nat-

ural to defer the scaling limit "till the very end" and to obtain first discrete (lattice) hierarchies with

Virasoro constraints; the latter follow just as Ward identities for a matrix integral [7],[8]. At the next

step, the Virasoro-constrained hierarchy undergoes a scaling limit [11J. The Virasoro constrained

KP hierarchy has been obtained in this way from the Toda hierarchy subjected to ("different")

Virasoro constraints.

Further, the geometry of the Virasoro constraints for the KP hierarchy suggests a higher

symmetry possessed by the constrained hierarchy [3] ,[13] Different candidates for this higher sym-

metry algebra which have been anticipated so far [13]. Note, however, that there is a one-parameter

freedom in imposing Virasoro constraints on the KP hierarchy [14], Indeed, any

spin-J fie system [15] give rise to a KP hierarchy, with its (J-dependent!) energy momentum

tensor translated into the Virasoro generators on the hierarchy.

On the other hand, there is a family of Wx algebras, WodJ) [19]. As their impor-

tant "wedge" subalge bras they contain the generalized higher spin algebras [Id],[17],[18] (the spin

being that in two plus one dimensions!). We will see how these structure appear in the Virasoro-

constrained KP hierarchy. This will be one of the results of this paper. To the author's mind,

however, of more importance is the method we use to study Virasoro-constrained hierarchies. That

is, we systematically exploit the dressing procedure inherent to the KP hierarchy (and other hierar-

chies). The use of the dressing, rather than Lax operators makes a number of things more tractable

(cf. [11]). Further, as discussed in [20],[21], this also allows one to observe a number of suggestive

analogies between structures involved in the description of the Virasoro (and higher) symmetries

on the hierarchies and the structures familiar from 2D conformal field theory. Also, the "dressing

structure" being a common feature shared by integrable systems, the results formulated for the KP

hierarchy can be carried over to other cases. In particular, we will be able to see explicitly what

happens to the W^i J) and B\ subalgebras when the KP hierarchy is reduced to N - KdV. The

transparency of the reduction procedure for the constraints is again a merit of the dressing-operator

formulation.
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2. KP HIERARCHY - DEFINITIONS [221

In this section we very briefly review some basic facts about the KP hierarchy and estab-
lish our notations.
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The starting point is a tau-f unction r(t) which depends on an infinite collection of time
parameters, t = ( t ] , t2,...) and satisfies the so-called Hirota bilinear relations. Given r(t), the
wave functions are defined as

«,..,. . „•«,,„.
where t ± [ z ' ] = (t\ ± z ' , t 2 ± jz~2, t3 ± }*-3 , . , , ) . Expanding these in powers of * - ' ,

we use the coefficients wn to make up a psueodifferential operator

K = 1 + V^ w*D~n ( 1 \\

where

n - d

dx

A similar construction with w* leads to another operator which turns out (by virtue of the
Hirota relations) to be the inverse of K [22] r

K wil! be called the dressing operator. Further the Lax operator is given by

Q = KDK'1

The KP hierarchy equations read

dK
dtr

= -(KDTK~l)_,

where ( . . . )_ means projecting onto the purely integral operator part.

We will also need the "full" wave functions ^ and i/>* defined by

where K~ is a formal adjoint to K and

is a "matrix model potential".

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

3. VIRASORO ACTION AND RELATED STRUCTURES

Virasoro constraints, which we shall introduce below, state the invariance under an action

of Virasoro (sub)algebra. So let us first see what is known about the action of the Virasoro algebra

on the KP hierarchy.

To begin with, take r(t) to be an algebro-geometric solution, namely the one associated

via the Krichever construction to a spin-J be theory on a Riemann surface S. Then, an insertion of

the energy-momentum tensor at a point on S changes the moduli (the "Krichever quintuple"), thus

producing a distortion of the solution. The corresponding infinitesimal variation of the tau function

reads

(3.1)

(3.2)

where ti is the coordinate of the insertion point, and

r(u)

with the usual expression for the Virasoro generators:

1 , 3
)

~p~'
(3.3)

Here oo is just a number; its appearance in the Krichever constrmion was explained in

[14] (it is related to the choice of a trivialization in the Krichever quintuple). Its contribution to the

central charge affects only the £p+,,o • p-term, while the non-trivial coefficient in front of £p+,j0 • p1

i s f i x e d a s ( / 2 - / + £ ) .

Repeating the steps (2.1)-(2.3) for the deformed tau function r + ST, we end up with the

corresponding infinitesimal variation of the dressing operator K given by

where 9( u) is the pseudodifferential (in fact, purely integral) operator [14]

Q(u) = (1 - J) * ' " o £ r ' o^*(£,u) -Jil)(t,u) ofl"1 o —
du

(3.4)

(3 .5)

(and we have set ao = — y for simplicity).



At this point one can completely forget about the algebro-geometric solution one has

started with. The formulae (3.4), (3.5) do define a Virasoro action on the space of the K'% irrespec-

tively of whether or not a given operator K satisfies the hierarchy equations (2.6). Of course, the

RHS of (3.5) does depend on K via Eqs.(2.7). Therefore, S( u) K should be viewed as components

of vector fields on the space of the K operators. Then, in terms of the vector fields, we have the

Virasoro commutation relations (we indicate the vector fields with a hat) [14]

-4-u 9u
(3.6)

where fi(u, v) = Y,*ex |£ is a formal delta function (and [[,]] is a commutator of vector fields on

pseudodifferential operators, not just of pseudodifferential operators.

Eq.(3.6) bears a striking similarity to the energy-momentum tensor of the spin-/ be sys-

tem

-Jbdc+(l-J)dbc (3.7)

Another fundamental ingredient of the be theory, the be current; = ( - )bc, also has its hierarchy

analogue

/(uJ^d.uJofl-'oftU) (3,8)

whose associated vector field commutes with &( u) appropriately:

(3.9)

Note also that the welt-known operator products

( « — Z)i U— Z

are translated into the following relations which can be checked without assuming any relation to

a worldsheet theory:

where

= f
is an "off-shell" analogue of the Cauchy kernel: indeed, "on shell", i.e. for a given algebro-

geometric solution when z and u become genuine coordinates on a Riemann surface, one has [23]

z,u; t) • + regular at z - u

To return to 5 and j , note that there are equivalent forms of these, which resemble
bosonized expressions of the 6c theory:

2 u
with the operator

2 du

(3.11)

(3.12)

(3.13)

representing the derivative w.r.t. the spectral parameter (and hence being the main hero of Douglas'
equation).

Further, a general "bosonized" expression exists for a point-split be insertion O( u, a) —

b(u)c(a);

t>(u,v) ^ (3.14)

Its "fermionized" version follows by a straightforward application of the Campbell-Hausdorff for-
mula, which gives

e*p6(v,D) - et(*'"

and further

Ke'pS(v,D)

z)-nS(.v,D)

Using this and similar arguments for 6(u, D) K~l we arrive at

e
D - v

= i/>(t,v+z) z) ( 3 15)

"Bosonized" expressions such as (3.11), (3.12) or (3.14), although involve the (.. .)_-operation,

are useful for calculating commutators, and also for mode expansions. Indeed, for any two vector

fields (as in Eq.(2.21)), a and 6, of the form

a=aK-^J=6K^ with a= (KAK'hU, 6=(KBK~1)- (3.16)

a simple exercise with the (. . .)+ — (.• .)_-game yields

(3.17)
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Now, rewriting (3.12) as [14]

)- (3 18)
u i)u u

it is immediate to check that correct "transformation properties" of the be insertion (3.14): commut-

ing ts(z) with P ( u , v) we find terms involving 6(z, u) and those involving S(z, v). The former,

for instance, read

dz z J

which is readily seen to equal

, u ) ^ J f 5 ( , ,
u du dz \z

i.e. it reduces to a natural variation of ii(t,u). Similarly with the 5(z , v)-terms.

The mode expansion of the energy-momentum tensor on the hierarchy also follows from

the "bosonized" form (3.18):

p, £ p = (3.19)

We see in Eq.(3.19) the dressing method at its full power: the "bare core" of the generators (3-19)

is given in terms of a Heisenberg pair of operators,

[P,D] = 1 , (3.20)

and is essentially the standard Jp0P - 9^ fa. The dressing converts this into something more com-

plicated, but many basic features, such as, for instance, the commutators (3.17), are still controlled

by the simplest "inner" expressions!

For future use, let us note that a more general expression for the Virasoro generators can

be written

C.v = (K{JpD'+NDf + PD^)K^)- (3 21)

where in fact N = oo + £. As discussed above, the value fo N is inessential and can be fixed

arbitrarily (see [14]; in a slightly different language, N labels the Schlesinger-transformed copy of

the KP hierarchy [23]).

4. VIRASORO CONSTRAINTS ETC. ON THE KD HIERARCHY

Recall that the Virasoro generators (3.21) serve to deform the dressing operator K as

SpK = {-)C9K. Since K is invertible, the Virasoro constraints on the KP hierarchy amount to

(4.1)

(we have fixed N = J). A way to arrive at these constraints starting in the matrix-model set-

up, is to first establish certain Virasoro constraints before the continuum limit (i.e. for Toda-type

hierarchies) as Ward identities in a matrix integral [8], and then to perform a scaling [11] which

results just in the Virasoro-constrained KP hierarchy (4.1).

Knowing the explicit form of the Virasoro generators (4.1) appears to be a powerful tool

for finding out the complete set of constraints that the Virasoro ones entail.

Denote, for convenience, the "bare" pth Virasoro generator, as£p; then£ p = {K£PK~X)-),

which we will sometimes also express by saying that £ p is the dressing of £p. Consider now

With p, q labelling the constrained generators, both multipliers here are pure (...)+, and therefore

the overall ( . . . )_ gives zero. Obviously, further

£p,...Pm = ( iC£ p l . . .£ P m Jr - 1 )_ = O p , > - l , m > 0 . (4.2)

Note again (see Eq.(3.17)) that commutators of the vector fields £Pl ...Pn> associated to the L 's reduce

to the commutators of the "bare" operators £p, . . . lVn. Therefore the algebra of con straints on the

KP hierarchy is the algebra which is generated as an associative algebra by the generating elements

iv = Jip+Viy + PD*^ (4.3)

where P and D satisfy Eq.(3.20). Note that only non-negative powers of these two generators

appear.

The structure of this algebra is easier to understand by concentrating first on the

generators C±\ and Co- In the given representation, they have the Casimir equal to >. = J — J2,

and therefore generate (via Eq.(4.2)) the algebra [16],[ 17]

Bx=Us£(2)/J)t} X = J-J2 (4.4)

which is the factor of the universal enveloping of si( 2) modulo the ideal generated by the relation

(Casimir) = \ .

These B>, algebras are interesting in their own right. They have emerged in diverse contexts of

which we note the interpretation as higher spin algebras in 2 + 1 dimensions (which would occur

for / = \ + \, see [16],[17], [18],[19] and further references therein).

The £2 Virasoro generators "protrudes" out of the wedge describing the B>. algebras, see

[16],[18],[19]. Obviously, adding just £2 suffices to generate the rest of the £>Q 's. Thus we arrive at

the "Borel" subalgebra of the Wx( / ) algebra (the bosonic part of the super4Voo( J ) constructed

in [19], or, more precisely, half of its bosonic part) *} "Borel" means that the mode numbers of

higher spin generators l^ are bounded by n > -s + 1. (Had we thrown the i2 away, we would

have been left with also JV < s - 1 which would cut out just the wedge algebra).

"° For the W^, see further references given in [191,[17] and, in particular, the papers [26].



5. REDUCTION TO THE GENERALIZED KdV'S

Now that we know the explicit form of the Virasoro generators on KP hierarchy (Eq. (3.21)),
we can investigate how these reduce to the N-KdV hierarchies [22],[24] for a prime N.

The N-reduction of the KP hierarchy per se, without Virasoro constraints, is accom-
plished by demanding the Nth power of the Lax operator (2.5) to be purely differential:

QN = L £ Diff{=> QNk 6 Diff, k > \ ) (5.1)

Then, in a standard manner, the evolutions along the times tNi, i > 1 drop out and the corresponding
time parameters may be set to zero. The rest of the times are conveniently relabelled as to,i = tni+a,
» > 1, a = 1 , . . . , N - 1. The Virasoro generators £ p retain their form (3.21) with P now denoting

o-l

Of course, not all of the powers of D actually contribute to Cp. Writing p
0 , 1 , . . . , N - 1, we have

(5.2)

V,+£,/? = (06) =

(5.31)

(5.32)

(Note, however, that for b = N - 1, the term involving U = x is present on the RHS of (5.32):

because K does not commute with x).

There are no reasons to expect that the Virasoro constraints (5.3), inherited from the KP
hierarchy, would be consistent with the constraints (5.1). To study the compatibility, it is easiest
to commute vector fields (see Sec.3) associated to the LHS's of the constraints, with £ p . As noted
above, the commutators are determined by those of the "bare" generators.

Thus the Virasoro generators (5 3 2 ) , when commuted with (5.1), produce the constraints

-i)_ = 0 (5.4)

which would freeze the evolutions along t^j. In fact, the only Virasoro generators which survive
the reduction, are those given by Eq.(4.3]). After a rescaling they form a Virasoro algebra of their
own; thus

A;> = jj(K £ 2 ( « i + a)ta,iD
Nii+»+aK-1)- (5.5)

are the intrinsic N — KdV Virasoro generators. To complete the description, it remains to rewrite
£( ;) in the "fermionized" form analogous to (3.5). To this end, put £ = zN and compose the
"energy-momentum tensor" on the N — KdV hierarchy:

\6(DN ,zN)K~]Udz)2

z
(5.6)

Recall that S(z: D) is a projector onto the eigenspace of D with the eigenvalue z. Then
it is obvious that

(5.7), = eaz, ea = exp •
N

Therefore the RHS of (5.6) becomes (dropping the (dz)2 two-differential),

ij

where we have introduced the wave fucntions (cf. Eqs.(2.7))

with

(5.8)

(5.9)

(5.10)

(and similarly for the adjoint wave functions). Finally, evaluating the ( . . .)_-part of the 6-operators,
we arrive at the N — KdV "energy-momentum tensor"

O-O
(5.11)

A similarity with world-sheet theories still persists; as in the conformal theory on 2?V-curves, the
energy-momentum tensor is given by a sum over the sheets of a covering surface [25]. That the
spectral parameter of JV — KdV is naturally expressed as zN', is of course a classical fact about the
KdV equations. This also explains, in particular, the 2^-twisting of the bosonic representation (the
true bosonic one, of the type of Eqs.(3.3)) for the Virasoro generators acting on the tau function,
[3][13]
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Now, let us impose the Virasoro constraints. Wishing to obtain these from the Virasoro-
constraint KP hierarchy, we would have first to relax the constraints (4.1) to Cm, i > 0. As clear
from the above, that would immediately give us

£ ( j ) = 0 ; ; > 0 . (5 12)

However, the set of constraints £JV; = 0, t > 0 might be extended consistently with (5.1) by adding
£_w = 0. This gives the KdV hierarchy constrained by

Cu) = 0 , j > - 1 (5.13)

To summarize: to relate (5.13) and (4.1) we first retain of the £p^-i constraints only Cm,» > 0
(thus dropping, in particular, £_i). then impose (5.1) and then impose also £_jv, i > 0 (thus
dropping, in particular, £_i), then impose (5.1) and then impose also L - N = £<-o.

The analysis of the "associative algebra" of the £ ( ; j 's applies to the JV-reduced case
similarly as for th KP hierarchy itself. It should be noted that the surviving constraints involve
no J (se Eq^S.B1)). One may say that the reduction implies setting J = 0: it is this value that
determines the Casimir of the si( 2) spanned by £<±i) and £(o) (i.e., the Casimir is zero).

With J = 0, the associative algebra assumes an especially simple form: it is just the
algebra spanned by

piDN1+\_ j > i , j ^ o mod AT J > - i

PNi,i>0 (5.14)

(of course, to actually become constraints, these must be dressed!) The reason why the values
m = Ni drop out is the following: starting from £(;), we get

the second term drops out after dressing, and continuing in the same way we get the first tine in
(5.14) until we arrive at

Dressing this, we write the constraint as

but as L is a differential operator, we just get

(5.15)

which gives rise to the second line in (5.14). Note the symmetry (or "duality") between Eqs.(5.1)
and (5.15), which is stressed by Eq.(3.20) (which is, of course, the "bare" Douglas operator). Such a
symmetry, in fact, prompts one to forget about the initial motivation (i.e., the Virasoro constraints as

11

they come from matrix models) and study in detail various possibilites of reducing the KP hierarchy
by constructing different constraints out of P and D. Also, a "democracy" between P and D would
restore the (p, q) symmetry in the hierarchy description of minimal models. Another interesting
problem is how the Virasoro action (and Virasoro constraints in particular) can be described in the
formalism of Drinfeld and Sokolov, using first order matrix differential operators.
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